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Tethers in Space
Tether Concept

Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky1895 Space Elevator

Credit: Orbit DE

In the ‘60s Artsutanov: concept of elevators for the geostationary orbit



1975: Pearson idea of the “orbital tower”

Tethers in Space
Tether Concept

• tower outward from the geostationary point, stabilised by gravity gradient

• one end on Earth, the other at 144000km altitude for a minimum mass system

• cross-sectionalarea of the tower as an exponential function

• the dynamic stability is investigated: tower is stable under the vertical forces of 

lunar tidal excitations and under the lateral forces due to payloads moving along

the tower

«the tower would be able to launch other spacecraft

into geostationaryorbit with no power required»



From the starting idea…

… to real projects

Tethers in Space
Tether Concept



From Georg von Tiesenhausen, 

“Tethers in Space: Birth and 

Growth of a New Avenue to 

Space Utilization.” NASA 

TM-82571, 1984. 

Development history of space tethers 
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Tether Concept

Giuseppe “Bepi” Colombo – University of Padova (Italy)

Mario Grossi – Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (USA)

The sky-hook: a shuttle borne tool for low orbital altitude research

Credit: Unipd Credit: ASI

Prof. Giuseppe Colombo Satellite TSS-1 (1992)
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Tether missions

Chen Y., 20132019 Launched1kmSuborbitalTEPCE Guido, 2008



The Agena rocket last stage and the tether from the Gemini XII craft (1967). 

30m tether length

Tethers in Space
Tether Concept

Credit: NASA



Tethers in Space
Tether Concept:TSS & TSS-1R

Credit: NASA



From the starting idea…

… to current projects

Tethers in Space
Tether Concept



70m deployable tether
Nanoasat terminator aluminized kapton tape

DRAGRACER

Credit: DRAGRACER webpage

Altitudes (18th April 2021) 

1st satellite 505km (without tether)

2nd satellite 496km (with tether)

Tethers Unlimited

Launched end of 2020 (NOV.)

Tethers in Space
Tether Concept: current missions



DEorbitingSpaceCraft
using ElectrodyNamic Tethers (DESCENT)

DESCENT (DEorbiting SpaceCraft using ElectrodyNamic Tethers) is a 
2U CubeSat (York Univ. – Canada) that aims to verify the ability of a 
100m long bare conducting tape tether to generate current and 
determine its effectiveness to be used as a deorbiting device.

• The CubeSat has been launched into space from the International 
Space Station on November 5, 2020

• Not heard by the SatNOGS community as of 2020-12-15. Satellites
remain connected with tether

Tethers in Space
Tether Concept: current missions

Credit: DESCENT webpage



2. Tether applications

Tethers in Space



Tethers in Space
Definition of «Tether» (Earth)

A Tether is:

• a thin cable or system of thin strands

• made of high strength fibres

• long cable

• deployed from a User

• a mechanical connection that enables momentum

transfer from one User to another



Tethers in Space
Earth Applications

1. Sailing

2. Suspension bridges

3. High voltage lines

4. Power cables of railroads

5. Cableways

6. Fishing

7. … other…

Credit: from the web



Tethers in Space
Definition of «Tether» (Space)

• a device that can create propulsive forces through Lorentz force 

interactions with the Earth’s magnetic field (electrodyamic)

A Space Tether is:

• a non conductive thin long cable (inert tethers)

• usually made of high strength fibres or light metals

• a conductive thin long cable (electrodynamic tethers)

• deployed from a mother spacecraft

• a mechanical connection that enables momentum

transfer from one spacecraft to another (inert)



Tethers in Space
Space Applications

1. Tethered constellation

2. Space facility separation

3. Payload orbiting raising 

and lowering

4. Space elevator

5. Space web

6. Electrodynamic Tethers

7. Plasma physics

8. Interplanetary Propulsion

9. Specific mission

Gilchrist, 2010 



Credit: NASA

Credit: TUI

Tethers in Space
Space Applications
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3. Tether dynamics 



Tethers in Space
Tether models

Continuous Tether The tether is described by a modal representation (a combination of tether 

modes) where the mass is distributed

Lumped Masses The continuous tether is discretised in a series of masses and springs which 

use Lagrangian formulation of motion equations

Newtonian Model Similar to the lump mass model but a Newtonian formulation is used

Hinged Rod Simplifies the lumped mass model so that the strings are effectively rigid rods 

(infinitively stiff springs)



Tethers in Space
Tether models

Dumbbell case A hinged rod model with only one element, so that the tether effectively behaves 

as a so-called dumbbell and attitude dynamics can be investigated in simple ways using 

spherical coordinates

Orbital elements A further assumption can be that the attitude dynamics and orbital motion are 

decoupled and the orbital dynamics of the tether is determined by its initial orbital elements

Point Mass The ultimate simplification where the tether is modelled as a “normal” point mass 

spacecraft, only the Area to Mass ratio indicates the fact that it is a tether



Tethers in Space
Tether models

1. Dumbell

• 1 Rigid rod + 2 end masses

2. Lump mass

• Concentrated mass or rigid small rods

• Springs

• N° of elements

3. Continous

• Many parameters (T,x,d,…)

• Internal and external Forces

• Numerically demanding

• Massless tether

• Massive Inextensible tether



Tethers in Space
Dumbell system: Gravity gradient

Tethers system: a form of dumb-bell 

system with two massive bodies, coupled 

together by a low-mass tether, 

exchanging momentum between them Center of Orbit

Note: for L << r0 CM, CG and CO are 

coincident



Tethers in Space
Fundamentals

Lets assume a massless tether

Solving the equation provides:

Two equations with two 

unknowns: T and W0

m1

m2

g1

g2



Tethers in Space
Equilibrium along the vertical

Any deviation from the local vertical generates a torque

The gravity gradient force has to components: 

• One component along the tether, balanced by the tension

• One component orthogonal to the tether, providing the 

restoring torque

Local vertical is therefore a stable equilibrium position for the tethered system



TSS-1R viewed from Shuttle Credit: US NA

Tethers in Space
Equilibrium along the vertical



Tethers in Space
Tether motion

The motion of tethered systems for L<<r0 breaks down in 

1) The motion of the center of mass

• Motion is fundamentally Keplerian

• The tether introduces a gravitational perturbation of the order e2 (with                 )

• Other perturbations associated with the tether must be taken into account: 

aerodynamic and eletrodynamic drag

• It is coupled with the motion relative to the center of mass; both motions should 

be determined simultaneously  



2) The motion about  the center of mass

• Two main components:

• Motion of the system as a rigid body (pendular motion)

• Vibrations around equilibrium positions or around the pendular motion

• The two motions are usually strongly coupled

• Energy associated with pendular motion is much higher than the energy 

associated with the tether vibrations (large differences in mass)

Tethers in Space
Tether motion



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

• Consider the simplified 2D motion in the orbital plane

• The main satellite (M) is much bigger then the end satellite (m) : M >> m

Lets write the equation using the CW equations 

(orbital relative motion of two spacecrafts)

Lets write the equation in polar coordinates l and q



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

With polar coordinates we can write:

Deriving wrt time: 



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

Using the following formulation of the CW

fx and fy are the external forces per unit mass; here the two forces are the tether 

Tension per unit mass



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

Now, substituting those expressions in the CW we have:

Multiplying the first for          and the second for          and summing the two we finally, 

find:

Multiplying the first for         and the second for          and substracting the first from 

the second, we find:



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

These are the 2 equations describing the motion in 

the orbital plane (2D) of a tether satellite

• The first one describes the satellite motion in the tether direction, with a control 

tension T

• The second one gives the pendulum motion (libration) of the system respect the 

local vertical (x-axis)



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

Observing the term         it is possible to observe that depending on its sign you will 

have a stabilizing or destabilising behaviour; in particular during deployment 

(dl/dt>0 its positive) the term acts as a damper, while during retrieval (dl/dt<0) the 

term acts increasing the oscillations



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

If we consider a station keeping  phase, i.e.           , from first equation we can find the 

tension T (as a function of libration and           ) , and from the second the libration

frequency

If we consider small angles:  

From the second we can retrieve the libration frequency in the orbital plane

In LEO             minutes



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

• The previous formulas can be generalised for 2 generic masses at the ends; the 

origin of the CW reference frame is in the CM of the system

• We have 2 set of equations for mass m1 and m2 at distance l1 and l2 from the CM 

considering a total length l=l1+l2
• Adding the 2 equations in theta (independent from the mass):



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

For l we have similar equations, and adding them we find:

Is the reduced mass With m1 <<m2 ….mR = m1



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

If we consider a station keeping  phase, i.e.           , and e vertical tether we find that 

the tension T is

As an example: the tension T for the 

TSS-1R @ h=300km

l=20km

m1=550kg

m2 = 90000kg

T = 45N

Credit: NASA



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

Searching which are the equilibrium position of the system we observe that with        

and imposing      

We have 4 equilibrium positions wrt the CW frame

leads us to



Tethers in Space
Tether 2D motion

Of these 4 position, only 2 are stable!

Stability depends on the recall term; its derivative must be >0

>0 for 0 and p

<0 for p/2 and 3/2p
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Tethers in Space
Tether 3D motion

3D example of Motion equations

COM motion in orbital reference frame

Tether attitude wrt orientation angles 

Pelaez, 2008



Tethers in Space

4. Tether 

Deployment/retrieval 



Tethers in Space
Deployment and retrieval

Deployment is generally stable whereas retrieval is not, or more difficult

Importance of controllable and adaptive deployment and braking strategies

Equation for deployment and retrieval are non-linear and are usually solved 

numerically

The tether is deployed with a small initial velocity and while it continuous to be 

deployed it is helped by the gravity gradient pulling on the tip mass as the tether

length increases.



Tethers in Space
Deployment and retrieval

Spooler: fixed; the tether is retrieved along the spooler axis 



Tethers in Space
Deployment and retrieval

TSS-1R: reel in the orbiter payload bay



Tethers in Space
Deployment and retrieval

a) Out of plane bending; b) In-plane bending



Tethers in Space
Deployment and retrieval

ETPACK: deployer and reel; tether tape is rolled up on the reel

Credit: UPD



Tethers in Space
2D deployment manouvers

Case  A: deployment with Tension T control (spooler)

Case  B: deployment with velocity v control (reel)



Tethers in Space
2D deployment manouvers

• Deployment is solved trying to follow a specific trajectory with initial and final 

conditions   defined by the particular mission; a velocity profile is usually pre-defined

• The reference trajectory is followed acting on the deployment velocity of the end 

mass

• The predefined trajectory is followed easily 

with a motorised reel

• For the spooler system (like in ProSEDS) 

there is usually a brake  that acts as a tension 

controller and inducing a velocity control

ETPACK: deployment example

Sarego, 2021



SEDS-II small 

libration

deployment 

(launched 1994)

YES2 high angle 

(launched 2007)

Tethers in Space
2D deployment manouvers



Tethers in Space
2D deployment manouvers

In last decades many control deployment and retrieval strategies and control law have 

been  proposed, mainly guided by the objective of the proposed mission.

Exponential length control

= pitch angle law

= orbital angular velocity

li= initial length

Or a combination of laws

(1st and 3rd are exponential; 2nd is linear) Yu, 2018
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5. Tether Types 



Tethers in Space
Tether types

• Single

• Multi

• Net

• Tape

Credit: NASA

Credit: Lockheed

Aluminum coated tether

Tether double Strand solution (credit: Alenia)
Credit: NASA



Tape Credit: UPD

Tethers in Space
ED Tether prototype

Peek Lite

Aluminum tape
Credit: Sener Aeroespacial

(L = 500 m)

H2020 FET-OPEN, E.T.Pack Project – IOD prototype (12U Cubesat)



Hoytether: multiyear lifetime (survive decades….to be 

confirmed)

• Open tubular tri-axial net

• Primary lines for nominal load

• Cross linking diagonal secondary lines (as 

backup)

• Rupture due to micrometeoroids or space 

debris: localised failure
Credit: Bonometti 2006

Tethers in Space
Tether types

Credit: Boeing 2014



Tethers in Space
Tether types

Tether net….to capture debris

McKenzie, 2006

CREDIT: ESA–David Ducros, 2016 Shan, 2017

• Large distance
• Various dimensions 

and shapes of debris
• Flexible, lightweight 

and cost effective
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6. The environment



Tethers in Space
Environment

Ionosphere

• from about 90 km to 2000 km 

above the ground

• the concentration of electrons Ne 

varies from 109 particles per m3 at

90 km to a maximum of 1011

particles per m3 at 300-400 km

• Depending on solar activity

• Several models implemented to 

simulate the dynamics of 

ionosphere

• International Reference 

Ionosphere (IRI) has become the 

principal reference



Tethers in Space
Environment

Magnetic field

RE is the Earth’s equatorial radius
l, is the position longitude, f the co-latitude

are the quasi Schmidt-normalized associated
Legendre functions of degree n and order m.

Different models used

1. Dipolar magnetic field

2. Eccentric magnetic field

3. International Geomagnetic Reference 

Field IGRF



Tethers in Space
Environment

Atmosphere

• Atmosphere is modeled as co-

rotating with Earth 

• density has been computed

through the NRLMSISE-00 

Atmosphere Model



Tethers in Space
Environment

Gravitational field

represent the higher-order order harmonics. 

identifies the zonal harmonics, that have cylindrical symmetry

tesseral (            ) and sectorial (             ) harmonic

Tesseral and sectoral coefficients Zonal coefficients

n ≠ m n = m



Solar radiation pressure

Tethers in Space
Environment

• Solar radiation pressure executes a 

comparable force to atmospheric

drag at orbital altitudes of 500 to 

600km. 

• However, the nature of the 

perturbation is such that in the 

context of lifetime prediction, it does

not introduce a significant factor

• More important are thermal effects

effect during eclipse/sunlight

Evolution of Perigee (ap) under the influence of Solar radiation

pressure for a typical GTO spacecraft of unit Area / Mass = 1 

over 10 years
CISAS - LOFT, 2003



Zanutto, 2013

Tethers in Space
Environment: orbit inclination

Higher the inclination, lower the electrodynamic drag but never reaches zero levels



Tethers in Space

7. Momentum 

exchange



Tethers in Space
Momentum Exchange

1. Small/large payload de-orbit

2. Free flying tethers platforms

3. Artificial gravity systems 

4. Spinning tethers for interplanetary propulsion

5. Tether for aerobraking

Asher, 2018

Cartmell, 2017



1. Transfer of the space tug to the intercept elliptic

orbit with the perigee Rp=Rtug

2. Separation of the (Autonomous docking Module) 

ADM from the space tug

3. Gripping the debris object

4. Applying the series of de-orbit impulses along the 

tether

Trushlyakov, 2020 

Tethers in Space
Momentum Exchange



Tethers in Space
Momentum Exchange

Hoyt, 2004



Tethers in Space
Power production



Tethers in Space
Power production

MXER NASA mission (slowly spinning tether system)

From low-Earth orbit to geosynchronous

Use the energy collected from solar panels to 
drive electrical current through the tether. The 
Earth’smagnetic field would push against the 
current and reboost the tether’s orbit

100 to 150 kilometers

Escape Earth orbits, Moon transfer vehicles 
and interplanetary spacecrafts



Tethers in Space
Power production

Gilchrist, 2003



Tethers in Space
Space elevator

Sandoval, 2007

Space elevators are incredibly tall theoretical
structures that connects the earths surface and 
outer space, beyond the geosynchronous orbit
(35,800 km). The structure acts as a continuous
and viable channel by which payload can be 
send in to space.

Padmakumar



• Space elevators have intial high capital 

cost but low operating expenses

• No fuel usage

• Sattelites can be exactly positioned in 

various orbit (elliptical, GEO and 

beyond)

• Used to handle many payloads

Tethers in Space
Space elevator



Tethers in Space
Deorbiting

Different technologies

Active Technologies
Passive Technologies

Chemical Propulsion Plasma Thruster Sails Electrodynamic Tethers



Tethers in Space
Deorbiting: swing and release technique

Brunello, 2021



Tethers in Space
Deorbiting: EDT tether tape

Credit: UniPD – H2020 BETS project

Sarego, 2021 UPD – ETPACK project

EDT: 2.5-cm wide, 3-km long, and 40-m thick



Tethers in Space
Artificial Gravity Systems

Tethered Artificial Gravity:

• Used to maximise r and minimise w within 

the wr2 that defines the apparent ‘g-force’

• Initial out-of-plane angle

• Tether attachment point 

Critical moment: spinning-up of the 

system

Human Comfort and Safety WAGHULE, 2018



Tethers in Space
Lunavator example

Spinning tether for payload delivery  

at less total mass in orbit

Cartmell, 2017

Lunavator design and payload transfer

Pearson, 2004



Tethers in Space

8. Electrodynamic 

tether



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers

• An ELECTRODYNAMIC tether provides a simple and reliable alternative to 

the conventional rocket thrusters without consuming propellant.

• EDTs are basically made of a conductive material (i.e. aluminium alloy).

• When direct current is sent through it, it produces a force against the 

magnetic field and the tether accelerates or decelerates the spacecraft.

• Electrons are supplied by the ionosphere and collected on the anodic part of 

the tether and then re-emitted at the cathode

• By reversing the direction of current in it, the same tether can be used to de-

orbit old satellites.



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers

• Ionosphere and planetary magnetic field B

are necessary

• The basic ‘mover’ of an electrodynamic

tether is Lorentz force.

• It is the force that a magnetic field exerts on 

a current carrying wire in a direction

perpendicular to both the direction of current

flow and magnetic field.

Directed along the tether length and oriented according to 



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers: drag Force

Sanchez-Arriaga, 2020



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers: boost Force

• In an electro dynamic propulsion system, 

the tether can be used to boost the orbit

of the spacecraft.

• A power supply is added to the tether

system to reverse the motional electric

field (e.m.f.) along the tether and current

is driven in the opposite direction.

• Then the tether can push against the 

earth’s magnetic field to raise the 

spacecraft’s orbit.



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers: boost Force

Power generated by EDT vs tether length

Bilén, 2010

To allow a current I to flow 

along the tether, the circuit

needs to be closed, and the 

way to do so is through

the ambient plasma itself



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers: types

Sánchez-Arriaga, 2020



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers

Lorenzini, 2016

High efficiency and high collecting areaLower efficiency and  collecting area



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers

IOML • Is the current induced on the tether: orbital-motion-limited current

• Limited by the tether’s short circuit value  

• It is also a function of the characteristic length Lch (gauges ohmic effects of bare tether)

Sanmartìn, 2016
Em = electromagnetic Field



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers

iav is a length-averaged current

Sanmartìn, 2016



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers: planetary example

• Jupiter has strong magnetic fields, adequate ionospheric density, and spins relatively fast

• Unlike Earth, ionosphere on Jupiter extends beyond stationary orbit (RS = 2.24 RJ)

Sanmartin, 2007
Sánchez-Arriaga, 2020



Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers

Sanmartin, 2007

As an example

• Preliminary sizing of EDT for Jupiter tour

- spacecraft mass = 1400 kg

- tape tether length = 80 km

- ED tether mass ≈ 400 kg

• Capture

- EDT-provided DV ≈ 600 m/s

- tether current < 26 A

- ED force < 210 N

- tether temperature < 400 K



• Pros

• Propellantless

• High energy conversionefficiency (>70% for boosting and power systems

in LEO)

• Intriguing applications at Jupiter and likely Saturn

• Cons

• Regional area of operation: LEO around Earth, Jupiter, Saturn

• Performance depends on environment (like a “sail boat”)

• Thrust direction changes with direction of magnetic vector B

Tethers in Space
Electrodynamic Tethers
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9. Tether survivability



Tethers in Space
Tether Survivability

1. Tether-debris impact

2. Tether-tether collision

3. Tether-satellite collision

TRAP Programme: Tether Risk 

Assessment Programme

University of Southampton (UK)

studies the interaction between space

tethers and a debris cloud produced by 

an on-orbit fragmentation event.

Single strand vs double strand: 2 order of magnitudes difference

LOFT: Life Time Of Tethers

Astrium (UK) + CISAS (UNIPD)

LOFT is a tool to predict the lifetime in orbit

of intact or severed tethers



Expected encounters with catalogued objects for 1 year period – NO orbital control from EDT 

Tethers in Space
Tether Survivability

WIJNANS, 2012



Tethers in Space
Tether Survivability

After debris collision simulation

CISAS, LOFT 2003



Tethers in Space
Tether Survivability

Tether lifetime simulation after debris hit

CISAS, LOFT 2003



Experimental data on hypervelocity impact on tethers

CISAS, LOFT 2003

Tethers in Space
Tether Survivability

Francesconi, 2013



Khan, 2016

Tethers in Space
Tether Survivability

• tape given cross section (width, w =45 mm, thick-ness, h =50 μm)

• experimental ballistic limit equation that was derived for tapes

• the fatal impacts rate is estimated to be always below 0.009/year/km at i =90◦

and always below 0.006/year/km at i =63◦
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